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Abstract

This note provides unregularized and regularized closed-form analytical expressions for
the depletion-induced or injection-induced pre-slip Coulomb stresses in two-dimensional
displaced dip-slip faults. The regularization serves to remove logarithmic singularities
and jump-discontinuities in the unregularized formulation. The expressions are identical
to those in Appendices A and B of Jansen & Meulenbroek (2022): Netherlands Journal
of Geosciences 101 e13, except for the correction of a small error in the regularized
formulation. In numerical examples the difference of the correction is hardly noticeable,
but it ensures that the corrected formulation is internally consistent in the sense that
integrals of stresses and pressure along a fault are identical for the unregularized and
regularized expressions.

1 Introduction

The note is concerned with the computation of poroelastic pre-slip Coulomb stresses
caused by injection or production of fluids into/from deep subsurface reservoirs. In par-
ticular it considers stress patterns that occur when these reservoirs contain displaced
faults, i.e. faults with non-zero offset. The particular effect of fault offset on pre-slip
Coulomb stresses and its consequences for induced fault slip seem to have been first
adressed in relation to the depletion of hydrocarbon reservoirs, and early numerical stud-
ies into this aspect were made by Roest & Kuilman (1994), Roest & Mulders (2000) and
Mulders (2003). More recent numerical studies were performed by Van den Bogert (2015,
2018), Buijze et al. (2017, 2019) and Van Wees et al. (2017, 2019) who all demonstrated
the development of two shear stress peaks, resulting in two slip patches that grow with in-
creasing depletion and may eventually merge. A detailed semi-analytical treatment of this
effect was reported by Jansen & Meulenbroek (2022) who considered a two-dimensional
plane-strain model of a reservoir, infinitely wide and of height h � a� b, intersected by a
displaced non-sealing zero-width normal fault with throw tf � b� a and dip angle θ; see
Figure 1.

From the studies listed above that addressed the effect of fault offset in detail it
follows that depletion typically results in two zones of positive Coulomb stresses that may
develop into slip patches. These two zones are located around the ‘internal’ reservoir-
fault corners at y � �a; see Figure 2 which displays results for an example with parameter
values given in Jansen & Meulenbroek (2022). Depending on the friction characteristics
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of the fault, continuing depletion may result in a gradual aseismic growth of the two
slip patches possibly leading to merging. Even further depletion may then lead to an
unstable situation resulting in a seismic event. In another scenario, which seems to be
more frequently occuring, one of the slip patches (or occasionally both) becomes unstable
and generates an event before merging occcurs (Van den Bogert 2015, 2018, Buijze et al.
2017, 2019, Jansen & Meulenbroek 2022).
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Figure 1: Infinitely wide reservoir with a displaced normal fault (Jansen & Meulenbroek 2022).

The presence of sharp ‘internal’ and ‘external’ reservoir-fault corners in the reservoir
model displayed in Figure 1 results in positive-valued peaks in the pre-slip Coulomb stress
at y � �a and negative-valued peaks at y � �b, see Figure 2, which are, mathematically,
of infinite magnitude. In reality, physical effects such as more rounded corners, a finite
fault width and pore pressure diffusion between the reservoir and the surrounding rock
will somewhat smoothen the stress profile. Jansen & Meulenbroek (2022) provided two
versions of closed-form analytical expressions for induced pre-slip Coulomb stresses: one
that results in four infinite stress peaks, and a second, regularized, version that describes
more rounded peaks. This note serves to highlight the regularized version while correcting
a minor error. Figures 1 and 2, and the material in Sections 2 and 3 of this note have been
taken near-verbatim from Jansen & Meulenbroek (2022) except for the last paragraph of
Section 2, equations (14) to (16) and Figure 3 with the corresponding text.

Irrespective of the use of regularization, relatively sharp peaks in the pre-slip Coulomb
stress profile remain a typical characteristic of displaced faults that experience induced
stresses. A second typical characteristic concerns the distinction in shape between in-
jection and production: whereas depletion produces positive stress peaks at the internal
corners and negative peaks at the external corners, injection results in positive peaks at
the external corners and negative peaks at the internal ones (Jansen et al. 2019). Also,
for increasing depletion the ‘internal patches’ will grow further inward with the negative
stress peaks at the external corners blocking progression of the slip towards the overbur-
den or underburden. Opposedly, during injection the external patches will grow outward,
into the overburden and underburden, while also the increased reservoir pressure is more
likely to propagate outward through the fault causing a further tendency of outward slip
propagation.
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Figure 2: Shear stresses, slip threshold and pre-slip Coulomb stresses (Jansen & Meulenbroek
2022). Left: red lines represent the combined depletion-induced shear stresses Σ∥ and black
lines the slip threshold Σsl as a function of vertical position y. Right: red lines represent the
pre-slip Coulomb stresses ΣC � Σ∥ � Σsl. In both the left and right figures the green areas
indicate those regions where the shear stresses exceed the slip threshold and, accordingly, the
green horizontal lines at y � �76, �51, 47 and 76 m correspond to the intersections between
shear stresses and slip threshold, i.e. the zeros of the pre-slip Coulomb stresses. The light
gray areas depict the vertical positions of the foot wall and the hanging wall.

2 Initial and Incremental Stresses

We assume the presence of an initial regional stress pattern with principal stresses σ0
yy

(vertical) and

σ0
xx � σ10xx � αp0

� K0σ10yy � αp0

� K0pσ0
yy � αp0q � αp0, (1)

(horizontal), where α is Biot’s coefficient, p0 is the initial pore pressure (a superscript ‘0’
means ‘initial’), K0 is the initial effective stress ratio, and where a primed stress variable
σ1 represents an ‘effective stress’. We employ a sign convention where positive strains
and stresses imply extension and tension, and where pore pressures are positive. The
resulting initial normal and shear stresses acting on the fault follow from a coordinate
rotation as

σ0
K � σ0

ỹỹ � σ0
xx sin

2 θ � σ0
yy cos

2 θ, (2)

σ0
∥ � �σ0

x̃ỹ � pσ0
xx � σ0

yyq sin θ cos θ, (3)

where x̃ and ỹ are rotated coordinates, and where θ is the dip angle of the fault; see
Figure 1. A positive-valued shear stress σ∥ corresponds to a normal faulting regime, i.e.
a situation where the hanging wall (to the left of the fault in Figure 1) has a tendency
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to slide down from the foot wall (to the right of the fault). The initial effective normal
stress acting at the fault follows as

σ10K � σ0
K � βp0, (4)

where β is an effective stress coefficient which is not necessarily identical to α and is often
taken as unity Scholz (2019), Fjaer et al. (2021).

An increase or decrease in pore pressure in the reservoir will result in incremental
normal and shear stresses in the reservoir and its surroundings. We restrict the anal-
ysis to the case of a quasi steady state, i.e. a spatially homogeneous incremental pore
pressure pptq that is a slow function of time t. Closed-form analytical expressions for the
corresponding incremental normal and shear stresses in the fault were obtained by Jansen
et al. (2019) with the aid of inclusion theory and can be expressed as

σK �
�
�σxy sin θ cos θ � σxx sin

2 θ
�
, (5)

σ∥ �
�
σxy sin

2 θ � σxx sin θ cos θ
�
, (6)

where σxx � σỹỹ and σxy � �σx̃ỹ are normal and shear stresses for a vertical fault, i.e.
for a dip angle θ � π

2 . For an infinitely wide reservoir, they are defined as (see also
Appendix A in Jansen & Meulenbroek (2022))

σxx �

$&
%

0 if y ¤ �b or b ¤ y
�πC if �b   y ¤ �a or a ¤ y   b ,
�2πC if �a   y   a

(7)

and

σxy �
C

2
ln
py � aq2py � aq2

py � bq2py � bq2
, (8)

where Cppptqq is a pressure-dependent scaling parameter, with SI units Newton per meter
squared, defined as

C �
p1� 2νqαpptq

2πp1� νq
, (9)

with ν representing Poisson’s ratio. For dipping as well as vertical faults the incremental
effective normal stress is given by

σ1K � σK �

"
0 if y ¤ �b or b ¤ y

βp if �b   y   b
. (10)

In the derivation of equation (10) it was assumed that only those parts of the fault that
are in direct contact with the reservoir experience incremental reservoir pressure, i.e. that
the relevant fault segment is given by �b   y   b. If a larger part of the fault is exposed
to incremental pressure, the domain where βp is added should be extended accordingly.

Somewhat more elaborate closed-form expressions for a finite-width reservoir, derived
with inclusion theory, are given in the paper by Jansen et al. (2019) and the accompanying
Supporting Information. These can also be used to obtain the stresses in case of a
fully sealing fault with different reservoir pressures to the left and the right of the fault.
Moreover, if the width of the reservoir section to either side of the fault is taken as zero,
these expressions describe the stresses in a bounding fault, or a sealing fault with zero
depletion at one of the sides. Similar expression were published concurrently by Lehner
(2019) and later by Wu et al. (2021). In case of a non-homogenous pressure field, inclusion
theory can still be applied to obtain the fault stresses but the resulting integrals have
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to be solved numerically, an approach that has been followed early-on by Segall (1985),
and later by Van Wees et al. (2019) (who used 3D point-based expressions from Okada
(1992) for the subdomains in the numerical quadrature), Smith et al. (2022) (who used 3D
volume-based expressions from Kuvshinov (2008) which, unlike point-based expressions,
don’t suffer from near-fault anomalies), and Cornelissen & Jansen (2023) (who used the
2D expressions of Jansen et al. (2019) which are also volume based).

3 Regularized Expressions

Equations (5) and (6) for the incremental stresses contain logarithmic singularities and
jump discontinuities at y � �a and y � �b. A regularized form of the incremental stresses
removes the singularities and discontinuities; see Appendix B in Jansen & Meulenbroek
(2022). We quote the following expressions from that appendix:

σr
xx � �C

 
arctan 2

�
pa� bqη, η2 � py � bqpy � aq

�
�

arctan 2
�
pa� bqη, η2 � py � aqpy � bq

�(
, (11)

σr
xy �

C

2
ln

�
η2 � py � aq2

� �
η2 � py � aq2

�
rη2 � py � bq2s rη2 � py � bq2s

, (12)

where the ‘arctan2’ operation is defined for arguments py, xq in the interval r�π, πs ac-
cording to

arctan 2py, xq �

$''&
''%

sgnpyq � arctan
���y

x

��� x ¡ 0
sgnpyq � π

2 x � 0, y � 0
undefined x � 0, y � 0
sgnpyq �

�
π � arctan

���y
x

���� x   0

. (13)

Equations (11) and (12) can be used instead of equations (7) and (8) to which they can
be shown to revert for η � 0. The corresponding regularized version of the second line in
equation (10) for the effective normal stresses is given by

σ1rK � σK � βpr � σK � β
p

π
arctan 2

�
2bη, η2 � py � bqpy � bq

�
. (14)

4 Consistency

Equation (14) contains a small correction of the original expression for σ1r
K

in Jansen
& Meulenbroek (2022): the first term inside the square brackets was originally taken
as pa � bqη whereas here we use 2bη. In numerical examples the difference is hardly
noticeable, but the current formulation is internally consistent, as demonstrated in the
next paragraph, whereas the original formulation wasn’t.

Both the unregularized and the regularized expressions can be integrated analytically
and it can be shown that they result in exactly the same values:

» 8
�8

σxxpyq dy �

» 8
�8

σr
xxpyq dy � �2πCpa� bq, (15)

» 8
�8

σxypyq dy �

» 8
�8

σr
xypyq dy � 0, (16)

» 8
�8

ppyq dy �

» 8
�8

prpyq dy � 2bp. (17)
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This consistency implies that the regularization has only a local effect that does not dis-
turb the global stress distribution in the fault. Also differentiation of the regularized
expressions can be done analytically and the result for values around one of the infinite
peaks in the pre-slip Coulomb stress has been displayed in Figure 3 (right). The corre-
sponding maximum of the pre-slip Coulomb stress, depicted in Figure 3 (left), displays a
small shift in location, of the same order of magnitude as the value of the regularization
parameter η. A similar small shift is observed in the location of the pre-slip Coulomb
stress zeros.
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Figure 3: Pre-slip Coulomb stress ΣC (left) and its spatial derivative dΣC

dy (right) with and

without regularization, in the neighbourhood the singularity at y � a � 75.0 m (dotted black
line) which coincides with one of the four infinite-magnitude peaks of the unregularized ver-
sion of ΣC . The orange horizontal line at y � 74.9 m corresponds to the local zero of the
regularized version of dΣC

dy and therefore to the (finite) local maximum of the regularized ver-
sion of ΣC . The figure has been produced with parameter values for the example in Jansen
& Meulenbroek (2022). The value of the regularization parameter is η � 0.10 m. As a result
of the regularization the location of the maximum value of ΣC has shifted over approximately
the same distance. The same holds for the shift in location of the pre-slip Coulomb stress
zeros; see the solid (regularized) and dotted (unregularized) green lines in the left plot.

5 Finite-Width Reservoir

The unregularized and regularized expressions in this note are valid for an infinitely wide
reservoir. Detailed unregularized expressions for a finite-width reservoir are given in
Jansen et al. (2019). We did not derive the corresponding regularized expressions, but in
a numerical implementation the finite-width result can simply be obtained as:

σrf
xx � σf

xx � pσr
xx � σxxq (18)

σrf
xy � σf

xy � pσr
xy � σxyq, (19)

where superscripts f and rf refer to finite and regularized finite respectively.
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